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ABSTRACT

A Shift in Silence is a body of work that emerged because of a key shift in my life.
Using the formal components of line, shape, and value, I create a space
representing an intimate moment in time. Physically, the medium can be any
material, but I process all of this as an expression of line. Each piece shares the
commonality of lines and lineage, while the layering embodies the record of my
relationships from the past that directly affect the present. The abstraction and
unpredictability within my own relationships require openness and vulnerability.
This honest dialogue sustains and informs my artistic process. My hand drawn
lines converge with my relationships, in that each is unique in design, purpose,
and function: some lines are meant to be crossed, some lines are meant to stand
firm, and some lines are meant to be erased and not remain.
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INTRODUCTION

My earliest smells, sights, and sounds began in a sanctuary of a United Methodist
Church. My father has been a preacher my entire life, so my early childhood was
spent at church 5 out of the 7 days a week for bible study, pot luck suppers, or
choir practice. A promotion as a minister means moving to a bigger church in a
different town. I’ve moved 12 times and lived in over 17 different homes. Each
home belonged to the church, furniture and all, so not only did my surroundings
change, but what I identified as mine, would change as well. How long we would
live in a town was never the same and I began to form anxieties based around
moving. Throughout all of this change, the string of consistency was the people.
My relationships were the most important thing to me and I latched onto others
very quickly. My anxiety would rear itself in the form of extreme highs and lows. I
feared missing out. I learned that if I did not form a relationship fast, it may be too
late and I would move again.

Processing information before it happens is impossible; and trying to complete a
puzzle with missing pieces is maddening. My artwork mimicked this pattern and
my work suffered because I was trying to work 6 steps ahead all the time.
This life-long speed was draining me physically, mentally, and emotionally.
1

My language no longer sounded like what I stood for, and my lines were being
crossed in too many directions.

Then in fall of 2015, I became pregnant. The physical experience of my pregnancy
marked a personal shift in my life: this caused an artistic shift in my work. I could
not predict what would come next because I’d never lived through this before.
My anxiety finally had no place to run. My pregnancy shut up my brain and silenced
all expectations that had previously weighed me down. I knew it was imperative to
listen to my body for the health of my baby and myself.
So, I sat, listened, and then, I surrendered. What came next was the most clarifying
sound I’d ever heard…silence.

This state of stillness was a catalyst for me. It opened new ways to identify and
develop my personal visual language and my concept of language changed
quickly. My son was the first and longest relationship I’d ever had without words.
I became hyper-aware of particular sounds and noises, realizing that the tone of
my voice mattered. How I delivered the message not only to him, but other people,
mattered.
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INFLUENTIAL ARTISTS

Agnes Martin

Agnes Martin, female champion in the Abstract Expressionist movement, referred
to herself as a minimalist. She created non-objective paintings using the grid as a
signifier to identify innocence and truth: “’When I first made a grid I happened to
be thinking of the innocence of trees and then this grid came into my mind…’”
(Bell 26). She believed that in our minds there is awareness of perfection. Martin
also related her reasons for working in abstraction because it correlates to those
abstract experiences in life: “There is happiness that we feel without any material
stimulation. We may wake up in the morning feeling happy for no reason.
Abstract feelings are a very important part of our lives (Reynolds, “Agnes
Martin”).
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Julie Mehretu

Abstract artist Julie Mehretu uses mark-making as a means to communicate. Her
large scale gestural paintings are built up through layers of acrylic paint, then
overlaid with pencil, pen, and ink depicting a type of language, to which the
marks converse and come alive. Mehretu’s work conveys an essence of time,
space, and place, hinting at art historical tides to the Futurist movement and the
current cityscapes of today. Mehretu explores relativity and struggle. She calls
this, the “In Between Place”. Her imagery “isn’t a clear image of perspective, it
lies in that in-between place (Out of Sync: Art in Focus, “Julie Mehretu”). In my
own work, she redefined beauty in mark-making, opening the possibility to be
aggressive and delicate, loud yet soft, and that my work does not have to be
about one specific thing or another, but what can emerge there.

Cy Twombly

Cy Twombly was an American painter, sculptor and photographer who quickly
became a key figure in the Abstract Expressionist movement. His unwavering
attitude towards art as artist was evident in his choices and selections towards
material and content: “Cy Twombly has always walked his own fine (but seldom
straight) line, between impulse and calculation” (Schama 15). Twombly
4

formulated his own visually language using a variety of free-scribbled,
calligraphic types of mark-making. The work mimics a personal journal, inspired
by poetry, history, experience, and life. He would use paint in an avant-garde
type of way, applying it aggressively to the surface, in an intuitive and decisive
manor. This treatment directly implied time, expressing the fleeting moments in
time he wanted to remember. Cy Twombly propelled an attitude of freedom in my
work, sure of the fact that revelations in time come from making more work.

5

THE WORK

Each piece starts vertically and I use watercolor to activate the surface.
Watercolor has this intriguing way of creating small water channels in
unpredictable ways. I identify with these unpredictable channels.

The layers of the paint represent the people who carried information to me, now I
get to share that information to my son and into my relationships. It is a
continuous record, an outflow, of the past that directly affects the present. The
mark-making process comes next. This step is intuitive and feeds off the
dialogue within my relationships. Our conversations are one of our most intimate
things and no two are ever the same. Sometimes they are nagging, rigid, and
hard to hear; other times they are emotional, fluid, and expressed with gratitude;
ultimately, they belong to us. Conversations enhance our understanding of
ourselves and the people around us.

My “tick marks” are a representation of time. By definition, time is an indefinite
and continuous duration regarded as that in which events succeed one another.
As a mother, I feel like I'm always conscious of time, counting diapers, measuring
milestones, and constantly watching the clock to make sure I don’t miss anything
6

on the lifelong itinerary. When I am at work making art, time becomes
suspended. I lose track of it. Time becomes irrelevant. The collections of marks
create a type of form, standing in their own force. Without attention to time, it can
force itself to rush by you in an aggressive way. But when getting lost in the
details of time, its what makes the memories and moments in our lives so
beautiful.

Working in multiples allows the colors and marks to feed off one another. I will
work on 4 or 5 pieces at a time. This mimics my real life relationships, always
shifting, always influencing what is current and what’s to come.
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Fig. 1. Blocked, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, gesso, and charcoal on paper,
8in X 6in.
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Fig. 2. Block, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, gesso, and charcoal on paper,
8in X 6in.
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Fig. 3. Build Bridges, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, and gesso mounted on plywood,
12in X 9in.
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Fig. 4. Clouding, 2018. Watercolor, graphite, gesso, and gloss medium on paper,
8.5in X 5.5in.
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Fig. 5. Mother Lover, 2018. Watercolor, acrylic ink, gesso, and graphite on paper,
12in x 9in.
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Fig. 6. Detail, Mother Lover, 2018. Watercolor, acrylic ink, gesso, and graphite
on paper, 12in x 9in.
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Fig. 7. Sick leave, 2018. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic ink on paper, 12in x 9in.
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Fig. 8. Detail, artist in studio, 2018.
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Fig. 9. The Classifieds, 2017. Watercolor and graphite on paper, 12in x 9in.
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Fig. 10. All Caps, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, gesso, and acrylic on paper,
12in x 9in.
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Fig. 11. Coding 1, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, and gloss medium on
paper,
11in x 8in.
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Fig. 12. Coding 2, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, wax pencil, and gloss
medium on paper, 30in x 22in.
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Fig. 13. Detail, artist in studio, 2018.
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Fig. 14. Series 11, 2017. (12) Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and gloss
medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 15. Detail, Series 11, No. 1, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 16. Detail, Series 11, No. 2, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 17. Detail, Series 11, No. 3, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 18. Detail, Series 11, No. 4, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 19. Detail, Series 11, No. 5, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 20. Detail, Series 11, No. 6, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 21. Detail, Series 11, No. 7, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 22. Detail, Series 11, No. 8, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 23. Detail, Series 11, No. 9, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 24. Detail, Series 11, No. 10, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 25. Detail, Series 11, No. 11, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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Fig. 26. Detail, Series 11, No. 12, 2017. Watercolor, graphite, acrylic, gesso, and
gloss medium on mounted paper, 3.75in x 2.5in.
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EXHIBITION

A selection of work was exhibited in the Student Galleries at Stephen F. Austin
State University from March 19th through the 23rd. Each piece was mounted to a
matte board in a float frame manner, and then hand framed with a natural wood
finish to pull out the warm tones. By painting a gray stripe in the wall and keeping
the displays traditional, I wanted the presentation to mimic a contemporary
gallery. The following images illustrate the instillation.
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Fig. 27. Installation View I
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Fig. 28. Installation View II
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Fig. 29. Installation View III
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Fig. 30. Installation View IV
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Fig. 31. Installation View V

Fig. 32. Installation View VI
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